Using Ringtail to Prepare and Develop
Deposition and Trial Strategy
®

The real, and often overlooked, value of the e-discovery process is to find the few documents
in the avalanche of documents produced as a result of over broad discovery. Unfortunately, the
scramble to produce hundreds of thousands of relevant documents is an inefficient method for
identifying key documents that will establish the facts to prepare for depositions and trial.
Because litigation doesn’t end at production, Ringtail provides post-production analytics to help legal teams
zero in on the documents that matter—and avoid those that don’t—to best inform their case strategy.

Quickly explore deponent materials visually
Document Mapper™ visually groups relationships between conceptually-similar documents. Documents
can quickly be reorganized based on important case themes or documents with just a few clicks of the
mouse. Counsel can also quickly understand relationships between metadata fields and coding fields,
allowing attorneys to cross-reference important issue tags with the documents coded as significant.

Use reference sets to uncover additional key documents
For potential deponents,
counsel can cluster documents
for an overview of key themes.
Documents tagged as significant
can be included in the cluster to
visually identify the deponent’s
relation to other potential key
documents. In addition, the
deponent’s document set can be
searched for specific keywords.
For surprise deponents, Ringtail
can help counsel quickly
determine the possible basis
for opposing counsel’s request.
Document Mapper allows
With Ringtail’s Document Mapper, attorneys can use reference sets to find other
counsel to see if the individuals
key documents and explore the shared concepts quickly.
were involved in correspondence
with key deponents or other
major players. The documents from the unexpected deponent can be clustered by concepts to better
understand their participation in the matter. In addition, documents tagged as significant can be searched
to see if the unexpected deponent was copied on any of the materials.

Examine key concepts to develop questions and strategy
Clustering binds together similar
documents and allows them to
be reviewed in groups, rather
than the disjointed sequence
found in traditional linear review
software. This gives counsel a
decided edge when developing
their strategy by reducing the
time required to understand the
primary evidence contained in
the documents.

Eliminate data blind spots
With Ringtail, attorneys can use
key documents proactively to
find similar documents that may
have been overlooked. Counsel
can also use Ringtail’s concept
overview – which provides a
complete list of all concepts, and
their frequency in the document
set – to select, sort and examine
relationships between the
documents that other solutions
miss.
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E-discovery and information governance are challenging. You need software and services
that simplify the process and reduce costs. Innovation, deep industry knowledge, a strong
service ethic and tenacious problem-solving all working for you. FTI Technology can help you
navigate your e-discovery and information governance challenges.
www.ftitechnology.com
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